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Additional Lane Closures on Interstate 94 in Mandan

BISMARCK, N.D. – Changes to existing lane closures on I-94 in Mandan will begin Friday afternoon. West bound travelers can expect the lane closure already in place at exit 153 to be extended an additional 1.5 miles to just west of exit 152 (Sunset Drive). Similarly, for travelers heading east bound, the lane closure will now begin just west of exit 152 (Sunset Drive) and extend to the three-lane section of the Interstate.

All other lane closures will remain unchanged.

I-94 will be open to traffic at all times throughout this process, utilizing a combination of lane closures and head-to-head traffic. Width restrictions will be in place and the speed limit will be reduced to 45 mph or lower at times throughout the construction zone. Construction work is expected to be completed in late fall.

The North Dakota Department of Transportation (NDDOT) encourages local motorists, which include businesses and commuters, to plan ahead before traveling by checking for regular updates on construction progress on www.i94bisman.dot.nd.gov or I-94 Mandan/Bismarck Expressway Project on Facebook.
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